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BIOGRAPHY

Andrew Hockley is Practice Group Leader for White Collar, Antitrust & International Trade, and heads

the firm's Antitrust & Competition practice.  He has extensive experience in the mainstream

competition areas of mergers, cartels, abuse of dominance, distribution and other commercial

relationships.

* Andrew is registered in NSW to practise English law at qualified entity Bryan Cave Leighton

Paisner (Australia) Pty Limited only. Partner of Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP in the US (not

licensed to practice law in the United States).

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/sydney.html
tel:%2B44%2020%203400%204630
tel:%2B%2061%20(0)%20423%20831%20223
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Andrew advises transaction parties on the application of the UK’s National Security & Investment

Act and other foreign investment regimes to their transactions.  He also advises a number of the

UK’s leading utilities, their counterparties and investors on issues of economic regulation.

Andrew is recognised for building a market leading Competition Litigation practice, advising both

defendants and claimants on the most important cases in the UK.

Prior to joining Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, Andrew was Competition Counsel at BP plc and

responsible for advising all areas of the business on competition law and regulatory matters.

Andrew has also worked in private practice in Brussels and London, where he has represented

clients on numerous high-profile cases before the European Commission and national competition

authorities and regulators around the world.

Andrew holds post-graduate qualifications in competition law and economics from Kings College

London. He is an English-qualified solicitor, a former member of the Brussels Bar and contributes

actively to numerous competition and regulatory law publications, organisations and events.

AUSTRALIAN PRACTICE

At the present time, Andrew is based primarily in Sydney and registered as an Australian-Registered

Foreign Lawyer with the New South Wales Law Society. In addition to maintaining his UK practice,

he is active “on the ground” as a representative for BCLP, available to support and facilitate clients’

activities with a broad Australian nexus, including in their interactions with our valued network of

Australian preferred firms.

Andrew is a contributing author to Financial Regulation: Emerging Themes in 2021 and BCLP’s

Competition Collective: Antitrust, Foreign Investment and Trade insights from around the world.
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

May 02, 2023

The UK Government’s Digital Markets, Competition and Consumers Bill is published

On 25 April 2023, the UK Government published the long-awaited Digital Markets, Competition and Consumers Bill

(the “Bill”). The legislative framework that will be provided for the Digital Markets Unit (“DMU”) is arguably the

most eye-catching feature of the Bill. However, it also contains hugely important changes to competition and

consumer law that will have far-reaching impacts across the UK economy. This short article provides an overview

of the key points arising from the Bill in its current form.

News

Apr 28, 2023

BCLP shortlisted in ‘The Lawyer’ Awards 2023

Insights

Apr 20, 2023

Mastercard overcharge counterfactual declined – Tribunal rules in Merricks class action
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The Competition Appeal Tribunal has handed down a judgment determining several preliminary issues in the £17

billion collective action brought against Mastercard in relation to anti-competitive multilateral interchange fees,

following on from the European Commission’s infringement Decision.  In this Insight, we discuss the Tribunal’s

rejection of Mastercard’s argument that it could rely on a counterfactual scenario premised on the interchange

fees having been set at a lower, lawful level, thereby limiting the claimants’ recoverable losses. We consider in

particular the Tribunal’s ruling that this argument was precluded by the binding effect of the decision, or

alternatively, by the argument constituting an abuse of process given that Mastercard did not advance it before

the Commission.

Insights

Apr 17, 2023

Learning from the latest Trucks cartel judgment: a conversation between BCLP and Erso

Capital

Insights

Mar 28, 2023

Doing a deal as an abuse of dominance? The ECJ’s decision in Towercast

On 16 March 2023, the ECJ published its judgment in Towercast (C-449/21), confirming that Article 102 TFEU

(which prohibits abuses of a dominant market position) may apply to transactions which fall below national and

EU merger control thresholds, and have not been referred to the European Commission under Article 22 of the EU

Merger Regulation (“Merger Regulation”). This followed the opinion of Advocate-General Kokott on 13 October

2022, which we analysed here. The judgment, in an echo of Continental Can, re-establishes a mechanism for

competition authorities and third parties to scrutinise below-threshold transactions (which would not otherwise

be subject to mandatory merger control filings and review), including so-called “killer acquisitions”. It will generate

concern and uncertainty for merging parties, and potentially opportunities for aggrieved third parties, while its

wider significa…

Insights

Mar 17, 2023

Financing losses and interest - simple pleasures or compounding the misery?

It has long been a mystery to economists, accountants and business people why lawyers have regard to simple

interest in commercial cases, in circumstances where companies generally do not (and cannot) borrow money on

a simple interest basis. Despite compound interest having been awarded and endorsed in Sempra Metals more

than 15 years ago, it is still common for claimants to claim, and for UK courts to award, interest on a simple basis.

The Competition Appeal Tribunal’s landmark judgment in Royal Mail v DAF Trucks provides a ringing endorsement

of the principles laid down in Sempra Metals and provides insight as to what a claimant is required to prove to

successfully claim compound interest.

News

Feb 16, 2023

Chambers Global 2023

News

Feb 15, 2023

Landmark cartel damages judgment for BCLP clients Royal Mail and BT

News

Dec 21, 2022
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BCLP ranked in Global Competition Review’s ‘GCR 100 2023’


